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Abstract 
Understanding the role school leadership plays in rebuilding schools as professional learning com-
munities is a crucial step forward in tackling the numerous challenges of conflict and post-conflict 
school reconstruction. The purpose of this article is to find out the role school leadership plays in a 
conflict and post-conflict environment school reconstruction as a professional learning community. 
Qualitative research method was used and the data were collected using interviews. The major 
findings included a shared supportive leadership that worked collaboratively with other stake-
holders to overcome its challenges, provided the needed supportive conditions and reforms and 
overcame its psychological challenges. This article challenges schools and all those involved in edu-
cation in conflict and post-conflict societies to rethink their school improvement strategies. 
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1. Introduction 
Education is crucial in rebuilding shattered societies in both conflict and post-conflict environments. Schools in 
conflict and post-conflict environments face many challenges including trauma, loss of life, lack of qualified 
teachers, hate, destruction of schools and other infrastructures, lack of finance, absence of state running systems, 
increase in corruption and poor management, youths with no profession or skills, high unemployment rate, a 
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dangerous environment not conducive for learning, available guns in the wrong hands, and a society that is im-
pregnated by fear and loss of hope [1] [2]. 

Professional learning communities (PLCs) bring general satisfaction, higher moral and low dropout and ab-
senteeism for both students and teachers. Also important is the view that PLCs build lasting school system level 
improvement for the benefit of the whole school. With PLCs there is a great improvement in teachers’ network, 
professional collaboration and expanded professional role among all the stakeholders, and even more important 
is the fact that PLCs improve teachers’ efficacy and enhance teachers’ effectiveness for the benefit of the stu-
dents [3]. 

The school leadership is at the centre of every school improvement. For the school leadership to be successful 
it must involve all the stakeholders in its improvement plan, lead the design of the plan, monitor its implementa-
tion, enhance policies and as Leith wood and Riehl [4] have put it: effective school leadership develops their 
schools guided by a vision that symbolises and embodies their collective thinking about teaching and learning. 
Very little is known about the role of school leadership in rebuilding schools as PLCs in conflict and post-con- 
flict societies. This article is taken from a major project that I did in 2014 and it seeks to cover this gap. 

Problem Statement and Research Question 
As shown in Figure 1. 

School leadership: The principal is at the centre of school leadership but he/she is not alone. In PLCs, power 
is shared or distributed among the other stakeholders in a school. These members, depending on the context, in-
clude the Parent Teacher Association (PTA), school governing board, vice principal, student leaders, head of 
department and other team leaders. All these leaders are responsible for the implementation of school improve-
ment and the change process in the school. Professional learning community: While Harris [3] defines profes-
sional learning community as a “group of connected and engaged professionals who are responsible for driving 
change and improvement within, between and across schools that will directly benefit learners”, Nkengbeza [5] 
believes that a professional learning community is an inclusive education institution that shares responsibility 
and decision-making, and continuously and collectively questions the status quo, seeks for better school im-
provement strategies or tools and is guided by shared values and vision. Conflict and post-conflict environment: 
While a conflict environment is the actual environment where conflict takes place, a post-conflict environment 
is the immediate period that proceeds the conflict period. This era continues until the age of normalcy is re-
stored. It should be noted that there is no clear cut between these two periods [5]. 

Very little is known about the role of school leadership in building professional learning communities in con-
flict and post-conflict environments. Goddard [6] has only written on “The role of the school leaders in estab-
lishing democratic principles in post-conflict societies” using the case of Kosovo arguing that education is the 
vehicle of change in trauma healing in post-conflict communities. According to him, education should be the 
agent of transformation and also that the school leadership should be given the role to build a collegial culture of 
trust. In his article, he recommended that PLCs should be established in schools in Kosovo to handle the nu-
merous challenges in education in post-conflict Kosovo. This article aims to further this discussion on the role of 
school leadership in rebuilding one school in conflict and post-conflict Liberia. 

 

 
Figure 1. Problem statement of the study.             
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The research question: The main research question is: What is the role of school leadership in building a 
school as a professional learning community in a conflict and post-conflict environment? 

2. The Framework for the Study 
Due to the complex nature of school organizations today, the principal alone can no longer perform the leader-
ship role. In conflict and post-conflict societies, rebuilding schools is even more daunting because of the many 
challenges it faces. Therefore, as a consequence, the principal and the school leadership team ought to practice 
distributed leadership, share responsibilities and support all the staff. The school leadership teams should work 
collectively towards school improvement and they should be guided by shared values and vision. The school 
leadership needs to provide supportive conditions for the establishment and sustaining of PLCs and also estab-
lishes an environment where peers share their personal practice [7]. 

2.1. The Principal Practices Distributed Leadership, Shares Responsibility and Supports 
All Its Staff Members 

Distributed leadership is built on the notion that power is shared across the whole school or organisation [3]. As 
the search on school improvement tools continues and coupled with the tremendous advantages brought along 
with it when a school develops as a professional learning community, distributed leadership becomes central in 
the school development. The old system that looked at the principal as all powerful has been shifted as schools 
have become increasingly complex organisations. The terms shared, distributed and collaborative leadership 
have become very familiar in many schools that have developed the culture of learning organization. School 
leadership today is no longer the property of an individual, and it is an interaction across the school and among 
all the stakeholders [8]. 

2.2. Work Collectively for the School Improvement 
Collaborative working in teams is also at the centre of PLCs development. Hord [7] defines collaborative lead-
ership as a situation where “power, authority, and decision making are distributed across the community”. Col-
laboration has been facilitated in the twenty-first century with the advent of different technologies. Collaborative 
learning today has expanded from within the school teams to a network with other schools and teams, both na-
tional and international. This has led to the exchange of good practices, depending on the context of the school. 
Collaborative leadership in PLCs, as explained by Webb, Vulliamy, Sarja, Hamalainen and Poikonen [9], helps 
in promoting teacher motivation and welfare-key factors that help inspire students. Collaborative working by all 
the stakeholders in the school helps with developing a culture of trust which is crucial for the success of PLCs. 

2.3. Guided by Shared Values and Vision 
If we define values as the binding norms of an organization, we would also agree with Stoll, Bolam, McMahon, 
Wallace, and Thomas [10] that a good shared vision in PLCs gives a sense of purpose and direction. With such a 
vision in place teachers are not isolated, they do not only count on each other for support, they believe in collec-
tive ethical decision-making [10]. Claus on, Aquino and Wide man [11] have explained that these norms should 
be defined by group collective views. Organizational values and vision help in developing interpersonal skills, 
such as trust, communication and collaboration and equally develop the content knowledge in the case of 
schools [12]. All the stakeholders should be involved in the development of a school vision and these stake-
holders include teachers, administrators, school board members, parents and even students. Hord [7] believes 
that PLCs should be guided by shared beliefs, values and a vision of what the school should be like. With shared 
values and vision, all the stakeholders in the school share their thinking and the best ideas are taken [11]. 

2.4. Provide Supportive Conditions 
Available supportive conditions are vital for sustaining PLCs in schools in conflict and post-conflict environ-
ments and also in ordinary environments. Supportive conditions are either relational or structural. As agreed by 
Hord [7] and Nkengbeza [5], while relational conditions include respect, caring and the building of trust among 
the stake holders, structural conditions include time and place to meet and plan and the resources needed to es-
tablish and sustain a PLC. Effective school leadership offers intellectual stimulation to all its stakeholders. They 
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encourage reflection and challenge the staff to rethink how to improve student learning. The school leadership 
also provides the needed support to all the staff and is a role model and consistent with the school goals and 
values. [4] 

2.5. Provide an Environment Where Peers Share Their Personal Practice 
PLCs provide an environment where peers share their personal practice, gain feedback and this leads to the ove- 
rall improvement of the individuals and the school [5] [7]. PLCs have been credited for creating an environment 
where everyone shares his/her practices and supports each other [13]. 

3. Research Methodology 
3.1. Qualitative Research Method  
A qualitative research method was used in this paper. Hanson, Balmer and Giardino [14] have explained that 
“qualitative researchers employ rigorous methods of sampling, data collection, analysis, and interpretation with 
in a framework of scientific inquiry”. According to Hanson [14] and colleagues, qualitative researchers use dif-
ferent sets of assumptions to interpret issues through different lenses, within different contexts. The different 
strategies in qualitative research according to Creswell [15] include narrative, phenomenology, case study, eth-
nography and Grounded theory. In this study a qualitative research method (a case study) was used because the 
researcher wanted to understand the role of school leadership in building a school as a professional learning 
community in a conflict and post-conflict environment. An interaction with those who took part in the change 
process was the best way to understand what they went through (see data collection method).  

3.2. School Selection Method 
The case school was selected using expert testimony. An expert in education was asked to select a school using 
certain criteria for good schools (developed by the University of California), which are a reflection of profes-
sional learning communities. These criteria, among others, included professional administrators and teachers 
who were knowledgeable with the curriculum, a supportive leadership led by the school principal, a good cur-
riculum that helped students to achieve their potentials, and a safe and conducive environment in which students 
could learn. With these criteria, a case school that succeeded to implement change and turnaround in Liberia (a 
country that went through 14 years of civil wars) was selected. I cannot say how many of these schools were 
available in the country at the time, but it should be noted that in many post-conflict environments, turn-around 
successful schools are difficult to find. The school had about 500 students and pupils (Grades 1 - 12). Unlike the 
immediate part of the post-conflict era, students in grade 12 were not more than 18 years old. 

3.3. Data Collection Methods 
This article is part of a major project I did in 2014. The data for the major project was collected using three main 
methods: interviews, document review and observations. For this article the major data collection method was 
through interviews (focus groups and individual face to face). The interviews were conducted in three phases. In 
faze one there were interviews at the case school (a total of 14 interviews including the principal, priest, vice- 
principal, administrative staff and teachers). In phases two interviews were conducted about the student leader-
ship and the student palaver management team (SPMT) at the case school (both were interviewed in focus 
groups separately) and phases three was about the PTA (the PTA chairperson and secretary were also inter-
viewed separately). A voice recorder was used to record interviewees’ responses and individual and focus group 
interviews were used. It should be noted that there is only one principal and a vice principal and both were in-
terviewed at different levels/phases to collect different data. 

There are a series of documents that I have reviewed and they have helped in understanding the role of school 
leadership in rebuilding schools in conflict and post-conflict situations like: the student handbook, the student 
palaver management handbook for interveners and palaver managers—2nd edition, the parent teacher associa-
tion development and operational manual and The national curriculum revised June 2011: Grades 1 - 12. I also 
used observation in a limited way to increase reliability as it helped to provide a better view of the context and 
phenomenon that I was studying [16]. 
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3.4. Data Analysis  
The analysis for this article was done using the conceptual framework and thematic analysis. The conceptual 
framework for building PLCs were investigated in the case school and also used in the analysis of the data and 
the extent to which these components were present in the school are explained. Content analysis was also used. 
Major themes were also generated from the content of the study, mainly from the data collection methods 
(mainly interviews and a bit of document review and observation). Marshall and Ross man [17] have rightly ex-
plained that data analysis deals with generating categories and themes and that “is the most difficult, complex, 
ambiguous, creative, and fun” experience [5] [17]. 

4. Findings  
The major findings for the role of school leadership are as follows: The school leadership shares responsibilities 
and supports its staff, works collectively for school improvement, tackled the challenges faced by the school, 
provides supportive conditions, provides an environment where peers share their personal practice and the 
school leadership are guided by shared values and vision. The school leadership brought reforms that were sus-
tained by the establishment of a PLC in their school.  

4.1. The School Leadership Shares Responsibility and Supports Each Other 
At the centre of the school leadership is the principal who was a student of the case school, and now teaches 
there. During the civil wars he escaped to Ghana, studied and returned after the war and was appointed as the 
new principal to lead the school. His leadership is highly distributed and/or shared. At the top is the local school 
board that consists of nine members, followed by the principal and vice-principal. While the junior church war-
den is the chairperson of the local school board, the principal is the secretary. Other board members include the 
PTA chairman and secretary, a representative from the Alumni Association, a businesswoman from the commu-
nity, a lawyer, a medical practitioner and the priest. The LSB develops funding strategies and advices the prin-
cipal. This board meets twice a year and also on request of the principal, when the need for extra meetings 
arises.  

Under the vice-principal, for administration, are the registrar, cashier and the secretary. The principal is re-
sponsible for the functioning of the whole, and he gives support to all the staff members. Directly under the 
vice-principal, there are three departments: the academic, disciplinary, and sports department-headed by a de-
partment head and each teacher in the school belongs to one of these departments. At the bottom of this leader-
ship chain are the student leaders and student palaver management team.  

4.2. The School Leadership Works Collectively for School Improvement 
As explained earlier teachers are placed under three different departments: an academic, discipline and sports 
department. The teachers in the academic department work as a team and assist the teachers when they experi-
ence problems with academic work. They address all academic problems like students’ performances in differ-
ent subjects, introduction and dropping of subjects depending on the strategic evaluation of the society’s future 
needs. The disciplinary committee on the other hand is responsible for handling students’ problems. In the post- 
period immediately after the war, the school counsellor worked for both students and teachers and sometimes 
with the principal (in a situation where he was part of the solution).  

There is a general agreement that there has been a marked improvement in the sports department and because 
of that many students have been attracted to this school. Players are well taken care of during sporting activities 
like inter-college games. Various scholarships, ranging from whole tuition free to partial tuition free have at-
tracted many students and this explains why the school has become very popular. Teachers are very cooperative 
and support each other—“students are never left alone in their classrooms”. 

Professional development is taken seriously in the school. There are two workshops every year and trainers 
come from the Teacher’s College and the Ministry of Education. While the student leadership provides its skills 
in leading students, be it in sports, social activities or student-student dialogue/counselling, the SPM concen-
trates on solving or settling student disputes. All the various stakeholders in the school work together, searching 
for better ways of teaching and solving problems collaboratively for the general progress of all the students and 
teachers in the school. 
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4.3. How the School Leadership Tackled Its Challenges 
Insecurity and hate: Countering this challenge was done through collaboration with the Christian Health Asso-
ciation of Liberia (CHAL). The “CHAL came up with an idea to establish the Student Palaver Management 
Teams (SPMT) in various schools to take care of problems between students, thus giving teachers the opportu-
nity to concentrate more on teaching” [5]. The success of the student palaver management in schools is due to 
the collaboration between the Christian Health Association of Liberia and The United Nations International 
Children Emergency Funds (UNICEF). The establishment of SPMT in the case school helped to solve problems 
between students. The church also provides an environment where both teachers and students open up on the 
problems they are going through. It was through this process that both student and teachers came to understand 
that they had all suffered during the war and that there was no need to continue to hate each other. 

Drug use and student misbehaviour: Drug use was another major problem brought by the Liberian civil wars. 
It is even said that “students were not able to buy study materials” but spent much money on buying drugs. 
Some of the students became government employees, like policemen, after the war and it is said that some of 
them were not very cooperative. After the war, people of various backgrounds returned to school (including the 
rich and poor, and those with questionable behaviour), and some of them did not respect the teachers. Coopera-
tion with the police and the society succeeded to eradicate the source of the drugs. Students’ counselling, disci-
pline and the help from other stakeholders greatly reduced students’ misbehaviour. 

Lack of funding and qualified teachers: A common phenomenon in the conflict and post-conflict societies is 
the lack of funding. In the case school funding was not available immediately after the war, and thus, teachers 
were poorly paid. Qualified teachers were not available, especially during the conflict and the immediate part of 
the post-conflict period. At a later stage of the post-conflict period, teachers were given the opportunity to be 
trained. The school succeeded in bringing in more qualified and good teachers. With the coming of qualified and 
dedicated teachers, the school became more outstanding, especially in its community and later-on nationally. 

Bringing students and teachers back to school, low salaries and crimes: Bringing students and teachers back 
into classrooms was a school leadership problem after the war. Trauma is a deeply distressing or disturbing ex-
perience, in the case school both students and teachers had been traumatized by the war. Immediately after the 
war, students and teachers distrusted each other, and this further added to students’ disciplinary difficulties. The 
change of principal brought high hopes for the school as he was loved by many in his community and this led to 
many students’ return. Another major reason that brought students back was because the new principal was quite 
respectful. Teachers decided to return to school because the new principal promised to look into their problems. 
The problem of low salary was solved when the new principal came. There was a general increase in salaries 
and teachers were paid for extra classes to increase their salaries. Disciplinary problems were handled through 
the cooperation with other stakeholders like the Parent Teacher Association, the school disciplinary committee, 
the student leadership and with the help of the student Rules and Regulation Handbook. 

4.4. The School Leadership Is Guided by Shared Values and Vision 
“The school values/symbols included the school ode, the scorpion, the school flag, the church and prayers” [5]. 
While the scorpion symbolizes “hope, perseverance and strength”, the school flag reminds students of the sym-
bol of the school name, ink, books and a bible. These symbols are on the school flag. The school’s name re-
minds all the stakeholders (students, staff, parents, community and other) what the school stands for. The ink 
stands for the writing materials. The book symbolises the knowledge which students are to receive and finally 
the bible is a symbol of guidance representing Christian principles. There are also symbols of the church and 
prayers. The school’s vision is “strive to achieve” —created in 1959 when the school was established. 

4.5. The School Leadership Provides Supportive Conditions 
The school leadership provides supportive conditions for general school improvement to take place. The school 
is divided into three departments (sports, academic and discipline) with various functions. The free food pro-
gramme after the wars provided food for all children, but after the school improved, the food was distributed 
only among needy children in community schools. The construction of the school fence helps to control and 
regulate entry to the school campus, when students enter the school and when they leave. It is said that the con-
struction of the school fence brought a marked improvement in student discipline. Together with available sup-
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portive learning and staff development, there are rewards for students’ and teachers’ high achievement. The 
student leaders and the student palaver management team provide disciplinary and other support, and time and 
space are provided for staff meetings to take place.  

4.6. The School Leadership Provides an Environment Where Peers Share Their Personal 
Practice 

Interviewees explained that peers share their personal practices. An example was the introduction of the “student 
pass system” by a teacher who was looking for ways to curb students standing out of the class during lectures. 
Apparently students used to stand outside of their classrooms, especially in the morning, until the student “pass” 
system was introduced. When the “pass” was first introduced, the teacher was glad with its effectiveness. He 
then shared it with his colleagues and it was later implemented in the whole school.  

5. Discussions and Conclusions 
The school leadership accepts shared responsibilities and leads the learning process. They are change leaders 
who practice distributed leadership, teachers’ leadership and student leadership. The leadership does not only 
provide the needed support for change to take place, and they bring along school reforms and collaborate with 
other stakeholders. They are guided by a compelling vision and values.  

5.1. The School Leaderships Are Change Leaders and They Practice Distributed 
Leadership Including Teachers’ Leadership and Students’ Leadership 

The principal is at the centre of school leadership. He is committed to the use of distributed leadership across the 
school. While the school local board helps the principal as a consultative body before major changes are imple-
mented in the school, the PTA collaborates with the school administration to improve student development. 
There are also other administrative staff members like the registrar, secretary and the cashier who play key roles 
in the school’s success. 

The school leadership practices and promotes teachers’ leadership in the school. Teachers do not only teach, 
but they are also placed under three different departments (academic, disciplinary and sports) according to their 
other expertise. The sports committee on the other hand is responsible for all sporting and social activities in the 
school. Scholarships are given to students who perform well in sports. These findings are in accordance with 
those of other researchers like Leith wood and Riehl [4] that leadership’s effect on school success is both direct 
and indirect. School leadership works through team work and these leaders establish effective conditions that 
make the change system effective. 

There are student leaders who provide much needed help in coordinating the different school activities. While 
the class prefects make sure that their respective classrooms are in order for learning to take place, the school 
prefects are in charge of school activities. The student palaver management team helps the settlement of conflict 
between students. This group is made up of interveners and managers. While the interveners have been trained 
to search for conflicts between students and bring those involved to the managers, the managers have been 
trained and are actually responsible for the settlement of the conflicts. This group is accredited for reducing the 
conflicts which have existed between students after the war. 

5.2. The Leadership Provides the Needed Support for Change to Take Place 
There is a time scheduled for general staff meetings and for other committee meetings, where issues are debated 
on and resolved. There are funding for different projects, and teachers’ expertise is promoted through profes-
sional development to support and cement the change in their school. The school leadership ensures ample op-
portunities for staff development. The teachers have two major workshops for professional development each 
year and the trainers are usually from the Ministry of Education and the Teachers’ College-including a teacher 
from their school. Members in each of the three department set expectations that are in alignment with the 
school goals. The strength of these leaders is in their collective learning. They rely on each department to work 
effectively and solve problems. The school leadership monitors the system for the implementation of reforms. 
The school leaders act as mentors and coaches to support the development of all the staff. 
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5.3. The School Leadership Brought School Reforms and Collaborated with Other 
Stakeholders 

Credit for the school reforms was given to their principal who had escaped to Ghana during the war and returned 
during the post-conflict period. His role was instrumental in bringing lasting reforms to the school. The school 
fence helped considerably in improving the school. With the new fence, students could no longer leave the 
school grounds as they wish. Parents were glad because they knew their children were safe on the school 
grounds and they knew when to expect them to get home. The accelerated learning program also helped to solve 
the problem of older students who were in the same class with the younger ones. The night school was intro-
duced to older students and this lead to fast promotion for the older children. 

It is said that the school uniform helped in bringing students back to school. The school uniform not only in-
stils discipline in the students, it also brings a sense of self-worth and equality among them. The cost of clothing 
is with no doubt drastically reduced and it also reduces competition and social conflict among the students. The 
uniform promotes students’ loyalty as they are easily distinguished wherever they go and this improves their 
morale. It is said that students from the case school take up the responsibility of counselling other students from 
different schools in the municipality on the effects of the civil war. They also improve student behaviour beyond 
their school, and this has brought them credit. The teachers’ salaries were increased and more professional 
teachers were brought to the school. Another important reform was the establishment of a support system where 
both students and teachers are given the opportunity to overcome their psychological challenges. The feeding 
program, sponsored by the United Nations, has brought many students back to school. Outsiders were contracted 
to sell food to students on the campus, when food distribution ended.  

The school leadership collaborates with other stakeholders like the international community. The school fence 
was constructed thanks to the funding from ECOWAS. The United Nations provided funding to the school im-
mediately after the war. Everyone was poor and students had no money to pay fees. The United Nations office in 
Monrovia contributed a certain amount to the school for each student who was enrolled in the school. The 
United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS) was named as one of the organisations that assisted in 
roofing the school after the war. 

5.4. They Are Guided by a Compelling Vision and Values 
Their school vision (strive to achieve) was developed in 1959 when the school was established and it is still very 
relevant to them. Their values/symbols include the bible and the scorpion. While the bile symbolises their 
guided principles, the scorpion symbolises their strength to survive in all types of environments. They went 
through 14 years of civil wars where the school was almost completely destroyed. They developed and streng- 
thened their school performance foundation, including the vision and values/beliefs which were aligned with 
their school goals. These school goals are focused on student achievement. The school leadership creates a 
peaceful and inclusive environment where every student learns. It is this peaceful and conducive environment 
that enables teachers to share their good practices for the benefit of the entire school. Students from various reli-
gious denominations are enrolled in the school. Leith wood and Riehl [4] have concluded that “effective school 
leadership help their schools to develop visions that embody the best thinking about teaching and learning”.  

Background: Education in conflict and post-conflict environments has continued to suffer because it is not a 
major priority for most of the major actors in these eras. Smith [18] has advocated the view that in post-conflict 
societies more focus should be given to the youths in addressing their needs and that education should address 
the past. In the case of civil wars, the new leadership must be courageous to accept and address what they have 
done wrong and end the blame game. Education is a tool which should be used to address war conflicts in all its 
forms. Nkengbeza [5] has advocated the introduction of peace education in schools in ordinary societies and in 
conflict and post-conflict societies to prevent the emergence of conflict. “Education does not cause wars, nor 
end them; every education system has the potential either to exacerbate or to mitigate the conditions that con-
tribute to violent conflict” [1]. 

Research question: This paper has answered the main research question (What is the role of school leadership 
in building a school as a professional learning community in a conflict and post-conflict environment?). The 
school reforms are encouraging and the school leadership practiced shares supportive leadership, works collec-
tively for school improvement, and tackles the challenges faced by the school, provides supportive conditions, 
provides the needed reforms and also provides a conducive environment where peers share their personal prac-
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tice. This paper has provided schools, educational leaders and other nation builders in conflict and post-conflict 
societies an example on how schools can be turned around in hostile environments. With the current pressure on 
various educational actors at all levels to perform (students, teachers, principals and educational directors as in 
South Africa), looking at the role of school leadership in rebuilding schools in conflict and post-conflict envi-
ronments offers a new perspective for school improvement in hostile societies [4]. 

Practical implications for schools and nation builders: This paper has provided an insight on the role of 
school leadership in rebuilding schools in conflict and post-conflict environments. I believe that schools in frag-
ile environments will learn from this case and educational leaders and nation builders will start using the lenses 
of PLCs in reconstructing schools and education in general. PLCs should be implemented in conflict and post- 
conflict environments because they provide a “system-wide change, system collaboration and networking, … 
non-negotiable focus on pedagogical improvement and improving learner outcomes … [and] the model uses ac-
tion enquiry approaches as a driver for change” [3]. The school leadership in conflict and post-conflict environ-
ments therefore should be visionaries, collaborators, leaders/managers, mediators, supporters, teachers and re-
searchers. 

Limitation and suggestion for further studies: There are many actors in conflict and post-conflict school re-
construction. The school leadership is only one component and the others include the international community 
and government (education) policies. It should also be noted that the major project that this data is part of was 
not about the role of school leadership. It was only after the data collection that the role of the school leadership 
emerged and as such some of the findings have not been described concisely and in-depth. It will be a good idea 
to explore the role of these other stakeholders in rebuilding schools in conflict and post-conflict societies. 
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